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1. How does a free trial work? (what is included in the trail1. How does a free trial work? (what is included in the trail
plan)plan)
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1. How does a free trial work? (what is included in the trail1. How does a free trial work? (what is included in the trail
plan)plan)

We want you to experience first-hand just how powerfulWe want you to experience first-hand just how powerful
PATorganiser is. For 14 Days you will be experiencing thePATorganiser is. For 14 Days you will be experiencing the
Full, Non-Restricted version of PATorganiserFull, Non-Restricted version of PATorganiser
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2. What happens after my free trial?2. What happens after my free trial?
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2. What happens after my free trial?2. What happens after my free trial?

Before the end of your 14 Day Free Trial we will be sendingBefore the end of your 14 Day Free Trial we will be sending
you a reminder to sign up along with Tips & Guides to helpyou a reminder to sign up along with Tips & Guides to help
you. All the data you have entered will be saved and youyou. All the data you have entered will be saved and you
can continue to use PATorganiser.can continue to use PATorganiser.
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3. Can I add Users or Delete Users at any time?3. Can I add Users or Delete Users at any time?
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3. Can I add Users or Delete Users at any time?3. Can I add Users or Delete Users at any time?

Yes absolutely.Yes absolutely.
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4. Do I have to sign a long-term contract?4. Do I have to sign a long-term contract?
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4. Do I have to sign a long-term contract?4. Do I have to sign a long-term contract?

No, you can sign up Monthly, Yearly or Biennially.No, you can sign up Monthly, Yearly or Biennially.
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5. What types of payment do you accept?5. What types of payment do you accept?
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5. What types of payment do you accept?5. What types of payment do you accept?

We except all major Credit Cards., if you don’t wish to use aWe except all major Credit Cards., if you don’t wish to use a
credit card we can provide you with a tax invoice for directcredit card we can provide you with a tax invoice for direct
payment into our bank account (for Annual and Biennialpayment into our bank account (for Annual and Biennial
subscriptions only).subscriptions only).
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6.Is my data safe?6.Is my data safe?
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6. Is my data safe?6. Is my data safe?

The PATorganiser system is hosted on Azure which drawsThe PATorganiser system is hosted on Azure which draws
on Microsoft’s decades-long experience building enterpriseon Microsoft’s decades-long experience building enterprise
software and running some of the largest online servicessoftware and running some of the largest online services
in the world. The PATorganiser database is backed upin the world. The PATorganiser database is backed up
every 1 minute and you can export/import your test dataevery 1 minute and you can export/import your test data
at any point in time to create your own backups, so toat any point in time to create your own backups, so to
answer your question, Yes, your information is very secureanswer your question, Yes, your information is very secure
and accessible only to you.and accessible only to you.
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7. Can I Cancel my subscription at any time?7. Can I Cancel my subscription at any time?
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7. Can I Cancel my subscription at any time?7. Can I Cancel my subscription at any time?

PATorganiser is a subscription based product. When youPATorganiser is a subscription based product. When you
cancel your subscription, you will be able to finish out yourcancel your subscription, you will be able to finish out your
paid term, but your account will not auto-renew. Forpaid term, but your account will not auto-renew. For
example, let’s say you have a Monthly subscription andexample, let’s say you have a Monthly subscription and
your purchased it on January 1 2017. Come July 15, 2017,your purchased it on January 1 2017. Come July 15, 2017,
you decide you don’t need PATorganiser at the moment. Ifyou decide you don’t need PATorganiser at the moment. If
you cancel your subscription, then your auto-renewalyou cancel your subscription, then your auto-renewal
stops. BUT you will still be able to use PATorganiser for thestops. BUT you will still be able to use PATorganiser for the
remainder of July. This is true for annual licenses as well,remainder of July. This is true for annual licenses as well,
except in those cases your term is a year.except in those cases your term is a year.
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8.“Have more questions”.8.“Have more questions”.
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8.“Have more questions”.8.“Have more questions”.
Free friendly support served fresh locally. Lodge a ticket through the web application and be guaranteed our local

support team will respond quickly and work hard to resolve any issue.

You can also email us at support@patorganiser.com.au for Australian and NZ customers and

support@patorganiser.co.uk for UK customers.
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